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Chapter 4 

 
Group based Collusion Resistant Public 

Auditing Scheme using IO 

4.1 Introduction 

 
Cloud users create multiple groups and share information among themselves. Multiple 

documents are shared and updated by these users. Dropbox and Google Doc provide 

such types of services. To share any document in a group, group user shares a document 

by signing on behalf of group. Auditing schemes must support verification of such 

group-level activities. Group users may leave group after some time because of any 

reason. These users are revoked from group so that they can’t access any group 

information later. But these revoked users may try to access or modify group 

information by generating collusion attack in collaboration with untrusted CS. PDP 

schemes must withstand such types of attacks. Thokcham and Saikia [33] proposed such 

a type of group-based collusion resistant public auditing scheme that can handle 

dynamic updates also. But the problem with this scheme is that it uses Vector- 

Commitment scheme based on bilinear pairing that increases the verification time. This 

scheme uses CDH based ring signature scheme to handle the cloud user groups. It also 

addresses the collusion attack raised by revoked user in group. It updates the valid 

group member list to CS and TPA after revocation of group users to avoid the collusion 

attack. To reduce the verification time in Thokcham and Saikia scheme, proposed 

system uses integrity verification scheme suggested by Zhang et al. [4] which is based 

on IO and MAC instead of Vector Commitment. 

 

4.2 System framework 

 
Group based collusion resistant public auditing scheme comprises mainly three 

components: Cloud Server (CS), Cloud User, and Third-Party Auditor (TPA). Fig. 4.1 

shows the arrangement and interaction between these entities. Cloud user encompasses 

data owner or normal users in a group. Data owner represented by DO in Fig 4.1 is any 

group user who share a file with group members by uploading on CS. Groups are 
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Fig. 4.1: Architecture of proposed system 

 
 

analogous to departments in organizational structure. Every department creates groups 

of employees in that department to share documents and files. Some employees may be 

a member of multiple groups. A signer is any cloud user who signs the document on 

behalf of group before uploading it on CS. Before uploading, the signer also generates 

verification tags on file. Signer also creates an audit circuit (a program for auditing) 

that verifies the integrity of outsourced data. Signer obfuscates the audit circuit 

embedded with MAC key K, shares MAC key K with TPA and obfuscated program 

with CS. Based on the challenge message received from TPA, CS calculates the inputs 

for obfuscated program and runs the obfuscated program. Generated MAC tag is 

forwarded to TPA. TPA only desires to validate the MAC tag. 

Revoked user is group user who has left the group since he left the organization, 

retirement or because of any reason. He is not a member of group and relieved from all 

the privileges of user group. Such type of revoked user can collude with CS and try to 
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        access or modify group information. To avoid such instances, after each revocation,  

         updated valid member list is shared to CS and TPA as shown in Fig. 4.1. 

 

4.3 Proposed collusion resistant PDP scheme 

 

The proposed scheme implements the Zhang et. al [4] framework that works in five 

phases: Setup, Store, Audit, Prove, and Verify. This scheme is modified to support user 

group using ring signature [47] and address collusion attack because of group member 

revocation. 

 

4.3.1 Group Based Integrity Verification 

 
Integrity verification in proposed scheme is based on IO using MAC. It works in five 

phases which are described in more detail as below. 

 

Setup: 

 
Let G and 𝐺𝑇 are two multiplicative groups produced by g with order p comprises bilinear 

map e: G x G → G𝑇. Data owner D selects a signing key pair (ssk, spk), α, v where α → 

𝑍𝑝 and v = 𝑔𝛼 Є G. D chooses s random elements 𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠 and determines 

pseudorandom permutation and function key 𝜋𝑘𝑒𝑦( ) and 𝑓𝑘𝑒𝑦( ) respectively. The secret 

and public parameters are calculated using Eq. (4.2) 

sk = (α, ssk) and 

pk = (v, spk, 𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠) (4.2) 

 
Using key generation of CDH based ring signature scheme, group members randomly 

select private key 𝑥𝑖 and public key 𝑦𝑖 as in Eq. (4.3). 

𝑥𝑖 Є𝑍𝑝 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑔𝑥𝑖 Є G (4.3) 

 
Store: 

 
Step 1: Data owner transforms the data file F into blocks n and each block is again split 

into s sectors F= { 𝑓𝑖,𝑗}1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤s . D   computes   file   tag   as   τ   =   name|| 

n||𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠 ||𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑘(name||n||𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠) based on randomly selected names. Also 

computes tag for each data block as in Eq. (4.4): 
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𝑗=1 j 

𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝐾 

Input: τ, {(i, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗} i Є [1,n], j Є [1,s],σ, {v, g, spk} 

Constant: MAC Key K 

Validate τ 

If no Valid 

Output ┴ 

Else 

Deconstruct τ to retrieve name, 𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠 

If Ver ({(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗}𝑖ЄI,jЄ[1,s] , σ, name) =1 

Generate MACk (name||{(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖)𝑖ЄI}) 

Else 

Output ┴ 

𝜎𝑖 = (H(i||name) ∏𝑠 𝑢
𝑓𝑖𝑗

)α , i Є [1, n] (4.4) 
 

Where H() is any secure hash function. 

 
Step 2: D has to outsource F̃= {F= { 𝑓𝑖,𝑗} i Є [1, n], j Є [1, s], ϕ = {𝜎𝑖}i Є [1, n], τ} on cloud. 

Before uploading on cloud, D has to sign a block on behalf of group using CDH based 

ring signature scheme. D randomly chooses 𝑢0, 𝑟𝑖 Є 𝑍𝑝 and compute the signature using 

Eq.(4.5) 

𝑊𝑖 = 𝑔𝑟𝑖 for i= {1, 2…..., n+1}/{j} (4.5) 

Where n - total number of user members in a group 

j - serial number of the user member in the signature who is signing it 

 
Step 3: Then D compute h= H(ϕ||T) where T is timestamp and computes using Eq. (4.6) 

 

          𝑊𝑗 = (h . ∏ 𝑦𝑖𝑟𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖≠𝑗  . (𝑢0 ∏ 𝑢𝑗

𝐹𝑗𝑙
𝑗=1  ) –r

n+1) 
1/ 𝑥𝑗

                                                          (4.6) 

The signature at time T is 𝜙𝑇 = (𝑊1,𝑊2 … . . 𝑊𝑛+1) and D uploads following on CS. FT 

= {F= { 𝑓𝑖,𝑗} i Є [1, n], j Є [1, s], 𝜙𝑇 , τ}. 

 
Audit: During this phase, D selects a MAC key k and shares to TPA using a secure 

channel. D also generates a circuit 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝐾 as described below. 
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𝑗=1 

Uniform PPT algorithm iO takes security parameters, audit circuit 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑘 and computes 

public parameter P as P = iO (𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝐾). TPA produces a challenge message using data 

blocks to be audited. Generates {𝑘1, 𝑘2} which are keys for pseudorandom permutation 

and function respectively. TPA send these keys to CS. 

 

Prove: 

 
Using {𝑘1, 𝑘2}, CS computes i=π𝑘1(ξ) and 𝑣𝑖= f𝑘2(ξ) where ξ Є [1, c] and c is the size 

of I (Input blocks to be audited). Based on public parameters and corresponding τ, 𝑓𝑖,𝑗, 

𝜎𝑖,c CS computes Prf as in Eq. (4.7). 

 
σ= ∏𝑖ЄI 𝜎𝑖𝑣𝑖 , μ𝑗= ∑𝑖ЄI 𝑣𝑖 𝑓𝑖𝑗 and 

Prf = P (τ, {(i, 𝑣𝑖), μ𝑗}iЄI, σ, {v, spk}) (4.7) 

 
CS send this PRF to TPA for verification phase. 

 
 

Verify: 

 
Using CDH based ring signature process, TPA verifies the group signature based on input 

signature 𝜙𝑇 and public keys (𝑦1,𝑦2 … . . 𝑦𝑛) of all members in group, FT, public 

parameter 𝑢0. TPA first calculate h=H(ϕ||T). Then verifies Eq. (4.8). 

 

𝑛 
𝑖=1 𝑒(𝑊𝑖𝑗, 𝑦𝑖) e (𝑊𝑛+1, 𝑢0 ∏𝑙 𝑢𝑗 𝑓𝑗) = e (h, g) (4.8) 

 

To verify the correctness of data, TPA computes π𝑘1(ξ) and 𝑣𝑖= f𝑘2(ξ) and verify whether 

Prf = 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑘(name|| {(i, 𝑣𝑖) iЄI}). 

4.3.2 User Revocation 

 
Data owner D can revoke any user because of some reason. When data owner revokes 

user, the signatures calculated on file blocks by revoked user have to be re-calculated 

again by the existing user. The re-signature process is as follows: 

Initially, D selects any random user to take responsibility for the blocks earlier signed 

by revoked user. D selects randomly an element 𝑢0 and send it to existing user. Upon 

receiving this parameter 𝑢0, existing user selects random 𝑟𝑖 ← 𝑍𝑝. Then Computes 𝑊𝑖 

using Eq. (4.5) for all members except himself. The existing user also computes hash 

using timestamp T and then generates signature with his own secret key using Eq. (4.6). 

∏ 
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𝑗=1 

𝑗=1 

𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝐾 

Input: τ, {(i, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗} i Є [1,n], j Є [1,s],σ, {v, g, spk} 

Constant: MAC Key K 

 
Validate τ 

If no Valid 

Output ┴ 

Else 

Deconstruct τ to retrieve name, 𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠 

If VerD ({(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗}𝑖ЄI,jЄ[1,s] , σ, name) =1 

Generate MACk (name||{(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖)𝑖ЄI}) 

Else 

Output ┴ 

Re-calculated signature 𝜑𝑇 = (𝑊1,𝑊2 … . . 𝑊𝑛+1) is outsourced on CS with tag calculated 

using Eq. (4.4) and original file blocks. The existing user also prepares a valid group 

member list, signs the list and shares it with CS and TPA. While verifying the signature, 

TPA uses this updated member list which helps to detect and avoid collusion attack. 

 

4.3.3 Dynamic Data Updation 

 
The users can modify, insert and delete information in the files outsourced by D on CS. 

To enable this, Zhang et. al scheme [4] used MHT to avoid recalculation for block indexes 

of the file. In proposed scheme, during Store phase, D initially produces a tag for each 

data block and generates a tree with root ⍵𝑀𝐻𝑇 and send it to TPA. During Audit phase, 

D also generates an audit circuit for dynamic support as below. 

 

 

The only difference is replacing Ver ({(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗}𝑖ЄI,jЄ[1,s] , σ, name) by VerD 

({(𝑖, 𝑣𝑖), µ𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗}𝑖ЄI,jЄ[1,s] , σ, name). VerD is a realization of Eq. (4.9): 

 

            e(σ,g) = e(∏  𝐻(∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝑠
𝑗=1 )𝑣𝑖

𝑖 Є𝐼  . ∏ 𝑢𝑗
µ𝑗 𝑠

𝑗=1  , v)                                      (4.9) 

During prove phase, besides Prf , CS sends 𝐻(∑𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑗) and Auxiliary 

Authentication Information (AAI) which comprises a path list of node siblings to reach 

from the leaves to the root. During Verify, TPA validates 𝐻(∑𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑗) using ⍵𝑀𝐻𝑇 and 
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AAI, as well as Prf. The dynamic updation scheme of Zhang et. al [4], is used as it is 

because even though any member of group has updated information in a file, the changes 

are reflected in MHT during Store and Audit phase. TPA can verify the changes using 

⍵𝑀𝐻𝑇 and AAI. 

 
4.4 Results and discussions 

 
This is the important section of this chapter. The complete analysis of proposed system 

with respect to certain things such as security and performance is focused. 

 

4.4.1 Security Analysis 

 
This section demonstrates the security performance of proposed scheme by giving 

security proofs based on different security parameters such as Authenticity, Revocation 

and Collusion Resistance. 

 

4.4.1.1 Authenticity 

 
Theorem 1: For the cloud, it is impracticable to deceive the TPA and user in case of 

forgery. 

 

Proof: The contents of outsourced files on CS may be corrupted or deleted intentionally 

or unintentionally (Hardware Failures). With proposed scheme, CS can’t hide these 

changes from TPA and user. We prove this by a simple game sequence as follows: 

Assume 𝐶�̃� as malicious who try to pass the verification for corrupted data blocks. 

1. The challenger chooses (ssk,spk), α, K, 𝑢1,𝑢2 … . . 𝑢𝑠 as described in section V. 

2. The challenger generates the circuit 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑘 and computes v=𝑔α, iO(𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑘) and 

set them as public parameter. 

3. 𝐶�̃� generates the proof   𝑝𝑟�̃�  and send it to TPA. 

4. Challenger verifies the proof by computing prf. 

5. 𝐶�̃�wins, if  𝑝𝑟�̃�  differs from prf while challenger does not reject. 

In the above game, it is not possible for  𝐶�̃� to cheat challengers because of secure HMAC 

scheme in the system. Even though 𝐶�̃�  try to pass it’s corrupted data blocks, there is a 

difference between the proof generated, which results in verification failure. 
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4.4.1.2 Revocation 

 
Theorem 2: In proposed scheme, the group together with the CS is capable of converting 

the signature from one revoked user into signature of an existing user after revocation and 

revoked user is not able to access group information with his security parameters. 

 

Proof: To prove this, we use a sequence of game as follows: 

 
1. User 𝑈𝑎 is revoked from a group because of some reason. D randomly chooses 

an existing user 𝑈𝑏, who is responsible for computing the re-signature on the 

blocks signed by 𝑈𝑎. 

2.  D randomly selects 𝑢0 and send to 𝑈𝑏. User 𝑈𝑏 make 𝑢0 public and select 

random 𝑟𝑖 ← 𝑍𝑝. 

3. User 𝑈𝑏 computes 𝑊𝑖 = 𝑔𝑟𝑖 for all members of group except himself. 

4. Downloads the blocks signed by 𝑈𝑎. Computes the hash and calculate the re- 

signature with his own private key 𝑥𝑗 using Eq. (4.6). 

After revocation, in above game, there is no need for D or any group member to 

manually delete the security parameters of user 𝑈𝑎. User 𝑈𝑎 even though trying to 

access the group information, not able to do that since user 𝑈𝑏 has already uploaded 

re-signed data blocks and a valid user list on CS. 

 

4.4.1.3 Collusion Resistant 

 
Theorem 3: It is impracticable for the CS to forge valid proofs to pass the verification 

test, even though a revoked user colludes with the CS. 

 

Proof: Considering the above same game, assume that user 𝑈𝑎 is revoked. He colludes 

with CS and modified some blocks of files. When TPA gives audit challenge for this file 

block, CS generates the fabricated proof using Eq. (4.10). 

 

Prf’= P(τ, {(i, 𝑣𝑖) , μ𝑗}iЄI , σ, {v, spk}) (4.10) 

User 𝑈𝑎 wins, if TPA does not reject and pass the verification. 𝑈𝑎 become successful in 

generating collusion attack. But collusion is not possible in proposed system since 

whenever member is revoked, D updates the current valid signed members list to CS and 

TPA. While validating the signature of users, the auditor utilizes only these valid 

members lists signed by D. 
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4.4.2 Performance Analysis in terms of Communication Overhead (in KB) 

 
Initially, we analyze the communication cost of proposed scheme and then evaluate it 

with different existing schemes. In auditing system, to analyze communication 

overhead consider communication between three entities: User, CS and TPA. Mostly 

communication overhead between user and CS is insignificant since the user uploads 

the entire data to CS initially. So, the communication overhead between CS and TPA is 

analyzed since these are the two entities involved in proof generation and verification 

process. 

In proposed scheme, TPA challenges CS for specific blocks. So, communication 

overhead between TPA and CS is |𝑲𝟏|+|𝑲𝟐|+HMAC where 𝑲𝟏 and 𝑲𝟐 are transformed 

keys of HMAC. Based on challenge, CS generates the proof by calculating HMAC 

through obfuscated program. This proof was submitted to TPA for verification. During 

verification, TPA checks the correctness of outsourced data by confirming Eq. (4.11): 

 

Prf ≟ 𝑴𝑨𝑪𝒌(name|| (i, 𝒗𝒊) iЄI}). (4.11) 

 
So TPA has to only calculate the HMAC. Along with this TPA has to verify the 

signatures of users using verification method of CDH based ring signature. So, 

communication overhead for TPA during verification is to calculate hash and verify each 

user using public key of each member. During user revocation, D revokes user and 

existing user has to resign the blocks signed by revoked user. The existing user has to 

download blocks signed by revoked user, calculate hash and recomputes the signature of 

all n group members and sign it with his own private key. The communication cost for 

the above three operations compared with existing methods is shown in Table 4.1. It is 

impracticable for the CS to forge valid proofs to pass the verification test, even though a 

revoked user colludes with the CS. assume that user 𝑈𝑎 is revoked. He colludes with CS 

and modified some blocks of files. When TPA gives audit challenge for this file block, 

CS generate the fabricated proof Prf’= P(τ, {(i, 𝑣𝑖) , μ𝑗}iЄI , σ, {v, spk}). User 𝑈𝑎 wins, if 

TPA does not reject and pass the verification. 𝑈𝑎 become successful in generating 

collusion attack. But collusion is not possible in proposed system since whenever member 

is revoked, D updates the current valid signed members list to CS and TPA. While 

validating the signature of users, the auditor utilizes only these valid members lists signed 

by D. 
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Table 4.1: Analysis of Communication Overhead 
 

Scheme Proof Generation Verification 
User 

Revocation 

Jiang et. al.[34] (q-1)(M+E) 7P+M+9E+5H+z(M+2P) z(M+2P) 

Wang et.al.[11] cM+cE (c+n)E+(c+3n)M+(n+1)P+cH 2E+M+2P+H 

Thokcham and 

Saikia et.al[33] 

 

(q-c)(M+E) 
 

(n+4)P+6E+7M+(c+1)M 
 

(2n+2)E+nM 

Proposed 

Scheme 
cH (c+n)H (c+n)E+H 

 

M: Multiplication operation 

P: Pairing operation 

H: Hashing Operation 

E: Exponential operation 

c: The number of challenged blocks 

q: The total number of data blocks 

s: The number of elements in a block 

z: The number of revoked users 

 

To calculate the complete communication overhead of auditing in terms of KB, the 

size of an auditing message is considered. The size of a message is calculated during 

integrity verification using IO technique and signature verification using CDH based 

ring signature scheme. The magnitude of an auditing message is as in Eq. (4.12) 

 

H.(c+n) +n.H bits (4.12) 

where, H is the size of MAC generated by CS and TPA, 

c is the number of challenged blocks and 

n is total number of users. 

 
In our implementation, to calculate the communication overhead (in KB) with respect 

to number of users following values are considered. 

H - MAC having size of 256 bits for SHA256 

c - Number of challenged blocks. For implementation, we have divided the file into a 

fixed number of blocks 

of 5. i.e. 200 KB file is divided into a fixed number of blocks: 5 blocks of 40 KB 

each. 

n - Number of users 
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So, the calculation for total auditing overhead using Eq. (4.12) for n=10 users is as 

below. 

n = 10 

H= 256 bits 

c = 5 blocks 

Total auditing overhead = 2H (c+n) +nH 

= 2 * 256 (5 + 10) + 10 *256 

= 10.24 KB 

In the same way, we have calculated the communication overhead for different numbers 

of users such as 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100. Table 4.2 shows the total auditing overhead for 

these different number of users. 

 

Table 4.2: Total communication overhead (in KB) wrt number of users 
 

 

Group Size 

 

Communication Overhead (in KB) 

10 10.24 

25 21.76 

50 40.96 

75 60.16 

100 79.36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2: Communication cost with respect to group size 

 
Since proposed scheme is based on Thokcham and Saikia [33] scheme, for comparison, 

communication overhead is computed with respect to the number of users in a group. 

But this work has not given the performance for communication overhead (in KB). 
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Zhang et al. [4] scheme has given the performance of communication overhead in terms 

of KB by considering challenged number of blocks. This scheme has kept size of block 

is fixed whereas, in our work, we kept number of blocks as fixed i.e. 5 during splitting 

the file. So, we have not compared this communication cost with existing work. Fig. 

4.2 shows the performance of communication overhead in KB. For 10 users, the 

communication cost of auditing is 10.24KB. The graph shows that as the number of 

users are increased, auditing message size also increased. 

 

4.4.3 Performance analysis in terms of verification time 

 
All the experiments are carried out on a system having Windows 10 with AMD A12 

processor, 2.70 GHz, 4.0 GB RAM. Considering the security level as 128 bits, 

experiments are tested 5 times and average values are taken. All algorithms are 

implemented using Python language. For implementation, files are divided into fixed 

number of blocks as 5 so the size of each block may vary. 

Verification time with respect to group size is analyzed for the proposed system. The 

verification time of proposed scheme is compared with a different existing scheme such 

as Panda [26] and Thokcham [33] scheme. PS indicates proposed scheme. Table 4.3 

shows the verification time compared with existing scheme such as Panda [26] and 

Thokcham [33] with respect to number of group users. 

 

Table 4.3: Performance Table of verification time wrt Group Size 
 

 
Group Size 

 

Wang 

Panda Scheme [26] 

 

Thokchom 

[33] 

 

Proposed 

Scheme 

10 0.22 0.125 0.141 

25 0.43 0.234 0.154 

50 0.81 0.421 0.165 

75 --- --- 0.169 

100 --- --- 0.196 
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Fig. 4.3: Verification time with respect to group size 

 
Fig. 4.3 shows the graph for verification time with respect to group size. Graph 

shows an increase in verification time for scheme Panda [26] and Thokcham and 

Saikia [33] whereas proposed scheme is constant even though the number of user 

members are increased. Evaluation of proposed scheme is performed by adding more 

than 50 users to the group so that performance of proposed scheme can be checked. As 

we observed, verification time of proposed scheme is still constant even after number 

of users has crossed 50 and increased up to 100. The graph proves that verification time 

in proposed scheme is not depending on the number of members in a group. 

 

4.4.4 Performance analysis in terms of dynamic operations 

 
This section discusses the performance of proposed system in terms of the cost of 

dynamic data operations. To evaluate the dynamic data operation cost, mainly three 

operations are performed: delete, modify and insert. 

To check the performance, multiple files ranging from 2 KB to 1000KB are 

outsourced on CS and Verification time (in Sec) of this operation is analyzed. Once the 

file is outsourced, data modifications such as insertion, deletion and modifications are 

performed and respective time is noted. Table 4.4 shows the verification time required 

for multiple dynamic operations: Delete, Modify and Insert on different data sizes 

compared with the existing technique Thokcham and Sakia [33]. The experiments are 

repeated 10 times and average values are taken. 
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Table 4.4: Comparison Cost for Dynamic Operations 
 

Data Size Scheme Delete Modify Insert 

2 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 0.23 

Proposed Scheme 0.223 0.231 0.168 

100 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 0.289 

PS 0.179 0.162 0.174 

200 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 0.623 

PS 0.188 0.161 0.187 

400 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 1.125 

PS 0.189 0.184 0.195 

600 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 1.725 

PS 0.182 0.203 0.181 

800 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 2.253 

PS 0.181 0.185 0.175 

1000 KB 
Thokcham [33] 0.135 0.135 2.724 

PS 0.182 0.185 0.179 

*PS: Proposed Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.4: Performance comparison of proposed scheme with Thokcham [33] 

scheme 

 

Fig. 4.4 shows the performance of proposed scheme compared with Thokcham [33] 

scheme. The graph shows that insertion operation cost in Thokcham [33] increases as 

the data size is increased whereas verification time for all three operations in proposed 
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scheme is constant. The increasing verification time in Thokcham is the result of the 

computation of 𝒉𝒊𝒋 for each new block. 

4.5 Future Scope 

Secret sharing is also one of the techniques used in PDP. Counting-based Secret-

sharing (CBSS) is one variant for authentication via k out of n party participants 

[127]. To share a symmetric key between cloud user and TPA, CBSS can be used that 

can improve the performance of the system. Accessing attacks can be avoided using 

multiple level security such as CAPTCHA, Cryptography and hashing [128,129]. 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 
Proposed scheme allows cloud users to form a group and share information or files 

within group. Proposed scheme adopts ring signature scheme to sign the data files which 

are outsourced on cloud. During auditing, TPA checks the integrity of data by 

calculating MAC as well as signature of the block using public keys of all users. 

Collusion may occur between revoked user and cloud server if revocation is not done 

properly. Our scheme proposed revocation policy as well as updates valid member list 

to CS and TPA that avoid collusion in system. 

The proposed scheme is efficient and lightweight since TPA only has to calculate 

the MAC tag for verification. The performance of proposed scheme is proved by 

comparing verification time during dynamic operations with existing schemes. Also, 

analyzed the performance of communication overhead during auditing in terms of KB. 


